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Statement of Definition : X is 1si_ i 1

I EhJ clause

Mustard is a famous fQ@ which looks like a kind of yellow  sauce.

X Y (adjective clause)

S, (Topic sentence)

Major support 1 S, S, Major support2

Detail Detail
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S,  However, we (Alaskan Eskimos) have not completely

forgotten the old ways. S, Some of my friends still hunt Caribou.

S, Older Eskimos teach young ones traditional songs and

dances. S, Every summer Eskimo families travel hundreds of miles to

the places where our ancestors fished. S, At these ancient fishing

places , we fish with a spear - - the same way our ancestors fished.

S,  While we are at these fishing places , we can feel the

spirits o f  our  ancestors  S, It makes us feel good to be so

close to the people and traditions of our past.

(~V@Ie~~~n~PlPVXX.K??I~  “Between The Ways : Alaskan Eskimos Today”

wn&m EN 306 , I& 26)
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At these ancient fishing places , we fish with a spear - -

the same way our ancestors fished.

I
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2. Complete a diagram to show the relationships among ideas by

filling the number of sentences.

3. Analyze the structure of the topic sentence and give comments on it.

4. What is the function of the major supporting sentences ?

5. Analyze the structure of a (concluding sentence. Is it a factual

statement or an opinion statement?

Is it a good concluding sentence ? Why ?
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%J&I%~  99&lUqLQMb$D~  Insomnia tGa~oIG%l%GiVJl.~*~

S, Insomnia is not a new ~ problem S, Many famous people

in history had insomnia . S, Some of these people had special ideas

to make them sleep. S, Benjamin Franklin , the famous stateman

and inventor, had four beds. S, He moved from one to the other

to fall asleep. S, King Louise XIV  of France had 413 beds and

hoped to fall asleep in one of them. S, Mark Twain , the famous

American author, had a different way . S, He lay on his side

across the end of the bed.

(r%?weuu?V-!nb~o:  “Sleep” we&% Weaving It Together, Book I, p9;7  45)

Questions

1. If S, is a topic sentence, then how does it control the subjects

of the following sentences ?

-

2. Why are the other sentences in a paragraph (S,  - S,)  expressed

in past tense ? Which word or phrase in S, controls this tense ?
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